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ABSTRACT: We present an analytical model useful in the
design of peak-mode isotachophoresis (ITP) experiments. The
model quantifies sample influx and production rates, the latter
in applications where ITP is used to accelerate chemical
reactions. We include analysis of the effect of initial sample
placement location. We derive and identify key nondimen-
sional parameters for the general case of weak electrolyte
buffer ions in terms of sample placement (injection mode),
initial concentrations, fully ionized mobilities, and reaction
kinetic constants. We then discuss how to use these
parameters in the optimal design of peak-mode ITP assays
and highlight regimes of particular interest. We clearly identify
a quasi-equilibrium regime wherein production rates increase
until they equal the influx rate of the low abundance sample species. The model and analysis are generally applicable to both
cationic and anionic ITP assays and likely to a wide range of sample species.

I sotachophoresis (ITP) is a well-established electrophoretic
separation and preconcentration technique used in a wide

range of chemical and biomedical applications.1−3 ITP uses a
heterogeneous two-buffer system consisting of a high-mobility
leading electrolyte (LE) buffer and a low-mobility trailing
electrolyte (TE) buffer. Sample ions with effective mobilities
greater than those of the TE (co-ion) in the TE buffer and less
than those of the LE (co-ion) in the LE buffer focus at an
interface between the TE and LE. When sample species are
present in sufficiently high concentrations, they segregate into
adjacent but distinct zones, called plateaus, with locally uniform
concentrations. However, at low concentrations, sample ions
cofocus into one or more partially overlapping sharp peaks.
This “peak-mode” ITP is particularly relevant in biological
applications, where species such as nucleic acids and proteins
are often found in concentrations several orders of magnitude
below those of the LE and TE.
Peak-mode ITP has been extensively used in sample

preparation and applied to the extraction of nucleic acids
and/or proteins from blood,4−7 serum,8−11 urine,12,13 milk,14

and other complex samples. ITP has also been used to
accelerate reactions and substantially reduce assay times, by
over 10 000-fold.15

Effective design of peak-mode ITP assays requires consid-
eration of several coupled phenomena. Several studies have
analyzed focusing dynamics,16−18 sample distribution,19,20 and
dispersive forces18,19,21,22 influencing sample preconcentration.
Rogacs et al.7 recently discussed various design choices and
parameters in the context of ITP nucleic acid purification.
Several studies analyzed ITP assays for reaction acceleration
and separation. Bercovici et al.15 developed a reaction model
for ITP-aided hybridization assays wherein two reactants are

focused in ITP, while Eid et al.23 explored the design of assays
in which a spacer molecule is used to separate reactants and
products. Karsenty et al.,24 Han et al.,25 and Shkolnikov et al.26

analyzed ITP assays between a stationary probe and a focused
nucleic acid species. Recently, Rubin et al.20 presented a
significant extension of the model by Bercovici et al.,15

incorporating peak shapes and production rates for the case
of purely diffusive dispersion and asymmetric ITP peaks that
partially overlap. Despite these studies, we know of no simple-
to-use engineering models that identify key figures of merit and
can be applied to optimize ITP influx and production rates as a
function of sample properties and various injection strategies
(i.e., initial placement) of samples.
In Figure 1, we depict two loading configurations which we

consider here. Sample ions with intermediate mobilities can be
mixed initially with either TE or LE buffers and will focus in
ITP. However, the rate at which sample ions enter the ITP
zone can vary significantly. This rate depends on mobilities of
the different ionic species, buffer concentrations and
compositions, and channel and chip geometry.
We here present an analytical model that describes the effect

of initial sample placement on influx and production rates
(reaction rates) in ITP. We concentrate on the case of
negligible bulk flow and wherein sample is injected into a
channel section prior to initiation of ITP. However, our
analyses are extendable to other configurations, such as when
sample is injected from a TE sample reservoir (we analyze this
case in the Supporting Information). We do not consider cases
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in which sample is loaded into both LE and TE (e.g., at the
same concentration). The latter case is guaranteed to yield
maximal influx and production rates but is the least convenient
experimentally and the least interesting analytically.
We begin with a simple formulation for sample concentration

in the adjusted TE (ATE) zone. The ATE zone is the zone
formed by TE ions as they migrate into a region formerly
occupied by the LE.3 We then define a dimensionless
parameter that relates the rate of sample influx in ITP to
initial sample placement. Finally, we discuss the effect of initial
sample placement on ITP-aided reaction assays.

■ THEORY
In addition to the simplifications discussed above, we also here
assume net charge neutrality in all zones.27 In neglecting bulk
flow, we also neglect advective currents. We will express ionic
current in regions well away from the ITP interfaces (within
TE, ATE, or LE plateaus), so we assume diffusive currents are
negligible.15 Further, we assume that the charge relaxation time
scale is negligibly small, so we can obtain relations for electric
fields in terms of conservations of ionic current.27 We assume
sample ions focusing in peak-mode ITP at constant current
have negligible contribution to local conductivity due to their
low concentration.18

Sample Concentration in the Adjusted TE. Under our
assumptions, the composition of the adjusted TE zone can be
obtained using Jovin28 and Alberty’s29 relations and is given
by18,30
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Here, μ0 is the (fully ionized) electrophoretic mobility, defined
as the ratio of velocity and electric field. Superscripts refer to
zones and subscripts identify the ion of interest. The subscripts
LE, TE, and CI refer, respectively, to LE, TE, and the
counterion. We assume that the fully ionized mobilities of LE,
TE, and sample ions are constant and independent of zone
(e.g., μs

LE,0 ≈ μs
TE,0 ≈ μs

0), so we neglect ionic strength effects.31

In the Supporting Information, we offer a more detailed
derivation of eq 1, as well as a discussion of effective and fully

ionized buffer and sample mobilities. We define β as the ratio of
TE ion concentrations in the ATE and TE zones:
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We see that β is directly proportional to the ratio of initial LE
and TE concentrations. This ratio is an important, controllable
parameter in the design of ITP assays.18 We thus define

γ =
c
c
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TE

(3)

Combining eqs 1 and 2 along with mass conservation, we
express the concentration of sample ions in the ATE zone as
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This relation is useful when sample is initially loaded into the
TE zone.

Sample Ion Influx Rate in ITP. For sample ions initially
loaded into (mixed with) the TE, their rate of influx into the
ITP zone is given by
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where Us
ATE is the velocity of sample in the ATE zone, UITP is

the velocity, and A is the cross-sectional area. Q is derived
through a control volume analysis around the ITP interface.
This flux is proportional to the relative velocities of the sample
and TE ions. For sample ions initially loaded into the LE, influx
rate into the ITP zone is given by
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We define so-called separabilities, first introduced by Bocek32

and then further explored by Marshall33
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Separability quantifies the relative mobilities of the sample
ion and surrounding TE or LE ions. So we recast eqs 6 and 7 as
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where cs
0 is the initial sample concentration loaded into either

TE or LE, respectively. In the Supporting Information, we
present derivations for influx rate for the case of partially
ionized TE co-ions and fully ionized sample ions. The ratio of

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of an ITP assay showing two
loading configurations. In the first, sample is loaded in the TE zone
and overspeeds TE co-ions to focus at the ITP peak. In the second,
sample is loaded in the LE and is oversped by the LE co-ions. (b) Plots
of species concentrations in the different zones. We greatly
exaggerated sample zone concentrations (red curve) versus typical
initial values for clarity of presentation.
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these two (steady) molar fluxes guides optimal initial sample
placement; hence, we define

ϕ β≡ =
Q
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p

p
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s
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s,TE

s,LE (11)

Unity is a threshold value for ϕ. For ϕ > 1, sample ions
should be loaded in the TE. For ϕ < 1, they should be loaded
into the LE. Alternatively, we can define a threshold sample
mobility:
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Sample ions with mobility greater than μs
thres should be placed

in TE; those with lower mobility should be placed into LE
zone.
Production Rate in ITP-Aided Reaction Assays. ITP can

be used to accelerate reactions, when one or more sample
species is focused in ITP. We here consider a second-order
chemical reaction between two ionic reactants A and B, A + B
⇄ AB, where both are focused by ITP (e.g., RNA and cDNA in
anionic ITP15,34), although our approach can be extended to
other cases. We limit our analysis to the domain wherein
production rates are significantly greater in the ITP zone than
in the LE or TE zones. This assumption largely holds when
both reactant species are focused and preconcentrated in ITP,
but this should be reconsidered when only a single species is
focused in ITP (Eid et al.11 describes a two-region reaction
model for such a case). Bercovici et al.15 first developed a mass-
action reaction model incorporating ITP preconcentration.
They made the simplifying assumption that ITP zones had a
Gaussian profile and were perfectly overlapped and then used
volume-averaged concentrations of that profile. Garcia et al.19

first showed that ITP peaks may exhibit very asymmetric, non-
Gaussian profiles, and derived approximate analytic expressions
for both purely diffusive and dispersive (Taylor type
dispersion) profiles. As we mentioned earlier, Rubin et al.20

presented closed-form solutions for peak shapes and
production rates for the case of pure diffusion and electro-
migration. Their model takes into account asymmetric ITP
peaks with partial overlap. This nonideal behavior has the effect
of lowering production rates. We here apply Rubin’s model to
analyze initial sample placement. The governing equations for
Rubin’s model are volume averages of conservation of species
equations as follows:
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The superscript j represents LE or ATE, depending on the
location of the reactant during ITP. NA, NB, and NAB represent
the number of moles of A, B, and the hybrid AB, respectively.
Here, kon

eff and koff denote the effective association and
dissociation rate constants, respectively. Rubin et al.20 found
that production rates depend significantly on sample
distribution within the ITP zone. The term kon

eff results from

the fact that the ITP-focused peaks of A and B are not perfectly
Gaussian and do not perfectly aligned is defined as follows

=k k kon
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on form (14)

where kon is the standard association rate constant, and kform is a
dimensional (units over inverse volume) mobility-dependent
correction factor, given by
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Rubin et al.20 found that for symmetric peaks, kform is
maximized when reactants are maximally overlapped (i.e., yA =
yB = 0.5). However, when reactants have asymmetrical
concentration profiles, kform is not necessarily maximized
when the peak concentration regions strongly overlap. For
each of the two reacting species, and neglecting reactant
depletion, the total species amount at any time is related to the
influx rate of that species in ITP, such that
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For simplicity, we assume, as did Rubin et al.,20 that one
species is in excess so that

≫N Nj j
A B (18)

where j represents LE or ATE zone, as above. This inequality
ensures that one species is in excess in ITP (we will refer to this
as reactant A). Under this assumption, we can derive a form of
Rubin’s eq 59 for A in the LE and B in the ATE as follows:
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Note the dimensionless form of eq 19 can be obtained easily by
dividing by the prefactor QBt, a formulation we will use below.
Again following Rubin et al., we define τ as the reaction time
scale for an ITP-aided reaction assay as
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For times greatly exceeding τ, we can recast eq 19 in terms of
the dimensionless production rate N̂AB
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Expanding the simplification presented in eq 18 to also
include the most common case where the influx rate of the
abundant analyte is greater than that of low abundance, QA

j ≫
QB

j , eq 22 simplifies to

τ̂ ≫ ≅N t( ) 1
j

AB (23)

This result implies that, after some transience associated with
kinetic rates, the production rate due to the chemical reaction
will rise until it is equal to (and limited by) the net influx rate of
the low-abundance species. Initial injection schemes and ITP
conditions which maximize influx rate also maximize
production rate. In Table 1, we summarize several important
parameters that influence the optimal design of peak-mode ITP
assays.

Initial sample placement in an ITP-aided reaction assay is an
important design parameter. We here consider the config-
urations wherein both reactants are in the LE or both in TE,
and note that this analysis can be extended to cases wherein the
reactants are placed in different buffers. To quantitatively
capture the effect of initial sample placement, we define

ε ≡
N
N

AB
TE

AB
LE

(24)

where ε describes the ratio of product, AB, formation when
both reactants are initially loaded into the TE (numerator)
versus loading both into the LE (denominator). An important
limiting condition for this ratio of production rates is observed
for process times t, which are significantly larger than the
maximum of τLE and τTE. This regime is associated with long
times (or equivalently larger distances to detector), high kon

eff

values, and high initial species concentration. In this regime, the
amount of AB grows linearly with time, so the problem is still
unsteady but eq 24 simplifies to

ε ϕ≅ B (25)

■ MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first presented a simple formulation for sample ion
concentration in the ATE (cf. Figure 1b), the zone from
which sample ions can directly focus into the ITP peak. We also

presented the ratio of initial LE and TE concentrations, γ, a
critical parameter when sample is mixed with TE. We used
these factors and the concept of (nondimensional) separability
to quantify the relative influx rates as a function of initial sample
location. In Figure 2, we plot ratio of influx rate for samples

mixed with TE and LE, ϕ, as a ratio of the separabilities of
sample in TE (ps,TE) and sample in LE (ps,LE), as per eq 11. ϕ is
determined by the product of β and ps,TE/ps,LE. The
proportionality to β shows the value of the field-amplified-
type stacking of the sample as it migrates from TE to ATE. The
magnitude of this stacking is achieved by establishing a high
initial γ, and so leveraging the strict regulation of the ATE
imposed by the LE. The proportionality to ps,TE/ps,LE shows the
relative importance of establishing a strong ratio of ion mobility
to the local co-ion mobility. ϕ greater than unity implies
superior influx rate by placing sample in the TE. Note that for
fairly aggressive (but experimentally achievable) combinations
of β and ps,T/ps,LE (e.g., β = 0.25 and ps,T/ps,LE = 0.25 or
conversely β = 8 and ps,T/ps,LE > 2) there can be a 10-fold
improvement in influx rate achieved by initially placing sample
in LE vs TE (or vice versa for high β).
The influx rates of Figure 2 are very useful as initial design

guidelines, but we note these are not exact criteria and that
there may be other, practical considerations. For example, our
eqs 11 and 12 neglect the effects of pH and ionic strength on
electrophoretic mobility, and this may be particularly important
for polyions.31,35 In the Supporting Information, we derived
influx rates accounting for influence of pH on electrophoretic
mobility of singly ionized TE species. A further consideration is
that the practical range of viable values of γ is constrained to
different limits by Joule heating, maximum achievable voltage
(e.g., to drive current through a low concentration TE), and the
buffering capacity of the TE buffer (which can limit the
maximum value of γ). The latter is important when using a
separation channel volume that is not small relative to the
volume of electrode reservoirs and low cTE buffer in an
electrode reservoir (see Persat et al.36 for volume-specific
estimates of buffering strength). See also Marshall33 for a
discussion of various ITP design parameters. Initial sample

Table 1. Key Parameters Defined and Derived Which
Characterize Sample Influx and Production Rate As a
Function of Initial Placement of Sample in TE or LE

symbol interpretation definition

β ratio of sample concentration in ATE
and TE zones

β =
c
c
TE
ATE

TE
TE

γ ratio of initial LE and TE ion
concentrations

γ =
c
c
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TE
TE

ϕ ratio of sample influx fluxes into ITP
from TE and LE
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p
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τj reaction time scale in ITP-aided
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ε
ratio of product formation in ITP-
aided reactions for reactants loaded
in TE and LE

ε =
N
N
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Figure 2. Ratio of influx rate from the TE and LE, ϕ, is plotted as a
function of the ratio separabilites and β. ϕ linearly depends on the
relative mobility of sample ions and surrounding buffer ions, and the
adjustment in sample ion concentration upon entering the ATE zone
from the TE. Unity (dashed red line) is a threshold value for ϕ. For ϕ
> 1, sample ions should be loaded in the TE. For ϕ < 1, they should be
loaded into the LE.
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placement may also be driven by the need to have highly pure
sample, as in some applications of peak-mode focusing of
nucleic acids from complex samples.7 The latter can drive a
designer to lower values of ps,TE to ensure TE ions overspeed a
relatively high mobility contaminant. However, in such cases,
ps,TE may be significantly smaller than ps,LE, prompting mixing
sample with LE. For example, designing a TE buffer with pH
close to that of the isoelectric point of a protein results in very
low sample mobility in the TE, prompting placement of sample
in the LE. On the other hand, users aiming to extract a wide
range of analytes may choose high values of γ and ps,TE so
placing the sample in TE would maximize influx. Type of
contaminants is another important factor to consider,
particularly in the presence of high-mobility, “LE-like” species
such as chloride ions. In such cases, the sample may need to be
diluted significantly in the TE or mixed with the LE.
Finally, we explored production rates (reaction rates) in ITP-

aided reaction assays. We modified a model developed by
Rubin et al.20 The model used an effective association rate
constant to account for nonideal sample distribution and its
resulting impact on production rates. Figure 3a presents the

relationship between normalized product versus normalized
time, as described by eq 19 and for limiting assumption eq 18.
We normalized NAB by the molar rate of limiting species
(reactant B) entering the ITP zone, QBt, and time by the
reaction time scale, τ, associated with the abundant species. At
all times, the number of moles (and concentration) of species
AB increases in time, and the problem is unsteady (even for
long times). N̂AB initially increases, reflecting the fact that the
production rate of AB is increasing as reactants A and B enter
the ITP zone and increase in concentration. The time scale of
this initial period is governed by the dissociation and effective
association rate constants (koff and kon

eff) and the (increasing)
concentration of abundant species (reactant A). After times of
about 50τ, N̂AB reaches a plateau wherein the production rate of

AB has grown until it reaches a constant value equal to and
limited by the influx rate of the low abundance species. That is,
ITP causes production rate to rise until it is constant and
limited by the influx rate of the low-abundance species,
establishing a quasi-equilibrium between production and influx.
The limiting species enters the ITP zone and the (now fast)
production rate quickly adjusts its concentration to the local
equilibrium. Rubin’s kon

eff parameter (accounting for asymmetric
peaks and imperfect overlap of peaks) directly modifies the
time required to reach this equilibrium (e.g., prolonging the
time for weakly overlapped species), but the process inevitably
progresses toward this influx/production balance.
Figure 3b further shows how sample placement impacts the

production rate in ITP-aided reaction assays. We normalized
the ratio of product formed from TE and LE, ε, by the influx
ratio ϕB. We find the existence of two regimes: a first where
loading into LE is favorable over loading into TE (high values
of t/τLE and low values of t/τTE), and a second where loading
into TE is favorable (high values of t/τTE and low values of t/
τLE). For large values of both t/τTE and t/τLE, the produced
species ratio ε becomes equal to the influx ratio ϕB, a result we
showed in eq 25. Again we see that, for sufficient normalized
reaction times, the optimal production of species AB is
achieved simply by maximizing the influx rate of the low
abundance species.

■ SUMMARY
In summary, we presented an engineering analytical model
examining influx and production rates in ITP. Influx rates are a
strong function of initial sample placement and sample
mobilities. ITP-aided production rates rise rapidly until they
reach a constant value (linearly increasing product) limited by
and equal to the influx rate of reactants. Our model identifies
the key nondimensional parameters governing influx and
production rates and enables a user to make informed decisions
regarding optimal sample placement and ITP chemistry. In the
Supporting Information, we present a case study of specifically
nucleic acid extraction and reactions in ITP. The model
provides intuition and design guidelines for ITP experiments.
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